A population-based review of the feasibility of platinum-based combination chemotherapy after tyrosine kinase inhibition in EGFR mutation positive non-small cell lung cancer patients with advanced disease.
The IPASS trial demonstrated superior progression free survival for Asian, light/never smoking, advanced, pulmonary adenocarcinoma patients treated with first-line gefitinib compared to carboplatin/paclitaxel, of which 59% of those tested were epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutation positive. In IPASS 39% of gefitinib treated patients went on to receive platin based polychemotherapy. We hypothesized that in a population-based setting fewer patients receive second-line platin based chemotherapy than those enrolled in a clinical trial. The Iressa Alliance program provided standardized EGFR mutation testing and appropriate access to gefitinib to all patients in British Columbia with advanced, non squamous non small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). We retrospectively analyzed clinical, pathologic data and outcomes for all patients tested in this program between March 2010 and June 2011. A total of 548 patients were referred for testing and 22% of patients were mutation positive. Baseline characteristics of mutation negative and mutation positive; median age 67/65, male 41%/31%, Asian 15%/51%, never smoker 21%/58%, stage IV 80%/91%. Median overall survival was 12 months in mutation negative patients and not yet reached in mutation positive (p<0.0001). In mutation positive patients 5% of patients had a complete response, 46% partial response, 34% stable disease, 6% progressive disease. Twenty percent of patients continued on gefitinib after radiographic progression and clinical stability. Sixty-one gefitinib treated patients progressed at the time of analysis; 10% of patients received further gefitinib only, 38% platinum based doublet, 8% other chemotherapy and 44% no further treatment. Performance status most strongly predicted for delivery of second line chemotherapy. This North American population based study shows similar efficacy of gefitinib in mutation positive patients compared to the IPASS trial. Contrary to our hypothesis, delivery of second line chemotherapy was feasible in a significant proportion of gefitinib treated patients.